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ABSTRACT OF DOCTORAL DISSERTATION
Emotional Stability 1b Stress and the Rorsohaoh Personality Teat 
of High Sohool Football Players
By
Ifil'via Prince Sold 
Louisiana State Mvarslty
The primary purpose of this research was to test certain hypotheses 
concerning the relationship between (a) emotional stability and (b) 
re notions to stress and performance with a projective psychological 
test* namely* the Rorsohaoh Ink Blot Test* 1
The subjects in this study were thirty-nine high school football 
players in two high schools*
The criterion of emotional stability was the combined rating of 
their several coaches* Reactions to stress were measured by having 
each subject watch a motion picture of critical situations in a game 
In which he had recently participated* He was asked to recall his 
feelings at that time and to empress these by means of a multiple 
choice questionnaire • His responses were scored in each of five 
categories* Pear* Frustration* Anxiety* Conflict* and Fatigue* 
Statistical analysis showed significant individual differences in 
the extent to which the various emotions were experienced by different 
players*
Baeh player was given the Rorsohaoh test individually* To avoid 
bias the records were scored independently by an expert*
v
Hypotheses deriving from the literature In personality theory and 
ether sources mere formulated prior to the analysis of the data* and 
predictions of relationships between various measures were set forth# 
Subjects rated high by coaches on Emotional Stability tended to 
react to stress in terms of Anxiety and Fatigue rather than Fear* 
Frustration and Conflict* They also tended to give moderate rather 
than extreme degrees of pure form and popular responses in their 
Rorsohaoh perf ormanoes*
Subjects scoring higher on Fear gave stereotyped Rorsohaoh records* 
Those higher on Frustration gave shorter * less detailed records and 
indulged in much card turning* Those higher on Anxiety tended to re-* 
spond slowly to the ink blots* to give whole rather than detail re­
sponses* and to give vista responses suoh as landscapes* Those Scoring 
higher on Conflict tended to give certain minute details and either a 
very large or very small number of responses* they tended also to give 
less movement in proportion to whole responses and to react less 
precipitously to the ink blots*
While many of the formulated hypotheses were not supported by 
tbs results* the number of those hypotheses confirmed statistically 
was greater than might be expected from chance occurrence alone»
It is concluded that Rorsohaoh theory* on the one hand* and the 
technique here used for measuring reactions to stress and emotional 
stability on the other are supported by these findings*
vi
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
People under stress behave in very different ways* This Is some** 
thing well known and extensively studied by many investigators*. But 
the concept of stress has had far from uniform expression in the 
literature* What is stress? Hew out it be measured? What are its 
oerrelates in terms of the personality9s predisposition* its current 
assets* liabilities and its future determination?
Somewhat pessimistically* Baler (3* p* $) recognizee this 
conceptual confusion when he says that stress is "a collective term 
for many factors* anxiety* fear* frustration* etc* Unfortunately at 
the present time none of the factors can be fully isolated* either by 
definition or procedure*9
Beier’s comment well illustrates a failure on the part of the 
Investigator in the cures of stress research to define satisfactorily 
in operational terms just what he means by the term* Perhaps a 
result of this failure in satisfactory definition is the fact that it 
is very difficult to evaluate studies in this field because they cannot 
easily be compared with one another*
Definition of the term "stress” is bub one problem* Another is 
the lack of uniformity in how and In what degree stress Is induoed*
The experimental literature contains many studies of induced frustration 
(1* 13* 39)* anxiety (3* 10) and other dimensions (33* 40, 41) of stress
1
2in both huaass and animals* Iftscussing laboratoryinduoed states such 
as "frustration*1 * Lindsey at* al» (2f»)» emphasise the failure in mast 
studies to eonsider social motives and acquired dr ires# a failure that 
reduces their value for generalisation to the broad meaning of nStress” 
as a concept*
To be meaningful# a study of stress should incorporate each of 
the following* descriptive specificity of the dimensions employed, 
consideration of the so dal nature of stress# and relative uniformity 
of mobilisation to the stressful situation*
Purpose of this Itesearch
The purpose of this research mas to determine the relationship
between performance on a standard projective personal ity test * namely
the Rorschach, and (l) emotional stability, and (2) the extent to
which various types of stress are experienced in a crisis*
The Rorsohaeh Test is well enough known not to require description
In detail at this point* This is not true of the measure here adopted
to evaluate various types of stress; the procedure, while reported at
1
a scientific meeting# has not yet been published* Actually# the present 
study is an extension of the initial investigation of this procedure
for measuring various types of stress# an investigation largely of the
2reliability and to same extent the validity of this procedure, par­
ticularly as applied to football players* Utilising both analysis 
of variance and split half correlation techniques, this previous
1* Meeting of the Midwestern Psychological Association# Chicago, 1953*
2* Bloom# B* The study of conscious thought processes by the method of 
stimulated recall* Mimeograohed manuscript* 9hivarsity of Chicago*
sinvestigation showed clearly that the experience of different types 
of stress could he reliably Measured, - in other words that individuals 
differed significantly in their reaction to this particular test situ­
ation* These measures were shown to be correlated with ratings by 
coaches of emotional stability and with other behavioral indices* 
Various details of this earlier experiment will be discussed in the 
material that follows, but for a full acquaintance with this study, 
the reader is referred to the original report which is on file in the 
Department of Psychology, Louisiana State University*
It wa& this Stress Criterion data, and not the Rorsohaoh phase 
of the present study, which was done under A* F* Contract $10-89*
CHAPTER II
METHOD
Thirty*nine meabers of two high sohool football teams in a large 
southern eity comprised the sample la this study* The mean age was 
17 years and 9 months with a standard deviation of 9*4 months# with a 
range in ago from 19 years 6 months to 19 years 3 months* 111 were 
beyond the Freshman year# largely juniors to seniors* Jfinetyfive 
pereent of the group had played at least one year of football before 
the season under eons iderati on*
The Stress Seales
Sectional experiences reported introspeetively by the ball 
players during the stresses of a previous football game served as a 
criterion for the various types of stresses (36) to which the 
Sorsehash was related* The development of this criterion# while 
unpublished* was reported by the author at a scientific meeting In 
19S3; it was a study attempting to investigate the possibility* 
validity and utility of typing stress situations in terms of 
psychological concepts* The research was designed to determine 
whether or not each of several types of situations led consistently 
to different perceptions by the individuals experiencing each of the 
situations* It is necessary for the understanding of the present 
study to clarify somewhat the nature of these data and how they were 
obtained*
(a) Types of Stress and their Conceptualisation
Four types of stress situations were conceived* It seemed 
possible that each of these might theoretically be imposed on the
4
5subjects independently of the others* These four types and their 
theoretical basts wares
STRESS 1* Thwarting~of-approach behavior which should character* 
istioally produce feelings of Frustration*
XuXer (28) speaks of a frustrating situation as one 
in which there is a deprivation which is important to 
the organism* but even more basically* a threat to the 
personality of the individual* his life goals* his 
defensive system* his self esteem and his feelings of 
security*
STRESS 2* The arousal of incompatible behaviors character* 
Istioally producing feelings of Conflict*
Bollard* et* al»*{7) discusses conflict as a situation 
In which one is strongly driven to flee* wherein* in 
the usual ease taro or more drives are operating 
producing Incompatible responses* Brown (4) and 
filler (SO) treat the concept similarly*
STRESS 5« Thwarting-of-avoidance behavior characteristically 
producing feelings of Fear*
9* B* Miller (30* 31) employs this concept emphasising 
the inability to avert shoek end pain*
STRESS 4 Expectation-of~being-thwarted» generally in avoid*
anee behavior* characteristically producing feelings 
of Anxiety*
This anticipatory state is considered by many to 
represent anxiety* Jhreud (14) categorised anxiety 
as undeniably related to expectation* One feels 
anxious lest something occur - something traumatic*
6llswrer (52*35) in a refarmulation. of Freud's views* 
eonslders anxiety as an aubioipation of actual 
organic need or inquiry* Fr omm-Beichmann (15 ) agrees 
with FTeud when she states tint anxiety is the 
original reaetion to helplessness in a traumatic 
situation*
(b) The Motion Picture Experiment
After systematic formulation of this conceptualisation of the 
types of stress situations* motion picture films of two championship 
football games were viewed by tbs research project staff a few days 
after the games had actually been played* Each staff observer inde­
pendently selected crucial incidents in eeeh games the number of these 
incidents was reduced objectively until all members agreed upon critical 
plays for each game consisting of two plays for each of the four stress 
types previously listed - a total of eight plays for each game* De­
scriptions of the actual plays selected are listed in the Appendix*
Bach team was shown the film of the game in whieh it had par­
ticipated a few days earlier* this was the first time the subjects 
bad seen the film* During Its projection the film was stopped at each 
of tbs eight plays* at vdiioh points the subject* presented with five 
alternative statements of feeling* was asked to indicate which of the 
five was most representative of him during that play* and which the 
least* The fifth alternative was one for Fatigue* included as a 
buffer item* There were five such alternative choices for each play* 
providing a possible range of ten score units for each stress scale 
during eaoh play* A oopy of the form used to Elicit these self evalu-
I
at ions is provided In the Appendix* |
|
7(•) Ilia Sfcmt Data
In this manner scores ware obtained for eaoh subject on each of 
five aealea for every type ait nation* Teats of significance between 
means indlo&ted that the taro schools differed signifioantly only in the 
extent to which they experienced fatigue*
Soores on the various aealea for the two different schools are 
presented in Table I*
Because In the present study it was necessary to combine the 
samples from the two schools* raw scores were converted to standard 
scores for each school*
A split half correlation was debemined for each scale and 
corrected for attenuation* These coefficients appear In Table II for 
each school sample and for the total group*
In Table III appear coefficients of interoorrelation among the 
Stress scales*
Pearson coefficients of correlation between various sorts of 
Stress and chronological age yielded a range from /*18(for Fatigue) 
to —*26 (for Frustration)» It is dear that* within the group 
studied* age is not a factor in determining the Stress score* al­
though there Is a tendency for younger subjects to experience 
Frustration and Fear (r * -*13) * and the older subjects to experi­
ence Fatigue*
Sitings on Emotional Stability 
By means of a five-point rating scale* eaoh subject was rated by 
coaches for Baofcional Stability* five coaches independently rated 
subjects of School A and two Independently rated subjects of School B* 
The correlation between raters is shown In Table XV* The mean of these
8TABLE X
Brans end Standard Deviations of Stress Scores for 
Stablest* in Two Schools
School A 
H s 22
School 3 
mrniVt
Stress Standard Standard
* » ■ran Deviation Mean Deviation
Anxiety 51*90 5.99 47.94 4.79
Frustration 55,88 4*59 53*18 6*90
Fear 57*87 4.77 38*29 5.85
Conflict 38*84 7*21 36.77 6*76
Fstisn* 85*58 11*82 19.73 10.15
9TABLS II
CeeffBeioats of Correlation between split halves 
of eaoh Stress scale* eorrested for attenuation
School A School B Ifean 
(s Trans­
formation)
Munber of Cases 22 22
Fear *69 ♦94 ♦64
Frustration •62 •66 •64
Anxiety .76 • 79 •78
Goaf Hot •52 •65 •73
Fatictae •76 •65 ♦81
10
TABLS III
Coeffio lent s of Gorreletloa between. Stress 
Seales and with Emotional Stability
Fear Anxiety Fatigue Frustration Conflict Emoti onal 
Stability
Faar - -.17 — &8 /.S2 l * £ ib —.43
Anxiety -.17 - •*55 ••14 .00 j/*26
Fatigue — 38 —.35 — 51 -.61 /.36
Frustration /*12 -.14 — 51 /.53 ••34
Cenfiiet •.14 — 00 -.61 /•35 ••22
tetional
Stability ••45 /.26 ; /.56 •♦34 — 22 - •
11
TABLE IV
of Correlation of the Bating* of FIto 
Coaches of School A on Emotional Stability
Coach 1 Coaoh 2 Coaoh 3 Coaoh 4 Coaoh 5 Average
Coach 1 - •58 •51 •53 •58 •55
Co&eh 2 •58 •» •52 •62 •48 •56
Coaoh 3 •51 •52 •** •38 •52 •48
Coach 4 •58 •82 •36 o» •67 •55
Coaoh 5 •58 •48 •52 •6? ao •56
IE
ratings (using tbo s tmsfsmtloii) is *54* M U M l i t y  for the 
average rating of fit® ocaches by tho Spearman-Brown formula (16) 9 
becomes *856 for Sohool A*
Too ooaches rated thirtj^thrao players in School B* The Correlation 
between those yielded a eooffieisnb of «76 iMdi« by means of tho 
Spearman-Brown oorreotion becomes^ for the mean of two ratings* 0*86*
As the basis sooro in Sectional Stability* the m a n  of the 
coaches9 rating was used* This also required the conversion of raw 
to standard scores for each school*
Par the tbtal group of thirty-nine subjects* correlation of 
aaofcioBsl Stability with chronological age yielded a coefficient of 
suggesting slight* if* any* relationship*
Rorsohaoh Data
(a) A<bslni strati on
Within two months of completion of the football season* Rorschach 
tests were administered individually to the subjects by the author 
during their study hall periods in a room free from interruptions and 
distractions* Testing procedure and soaring technique was that of 
IQopfer (23)j no "testing of the limits* was attempted* Records 
were scored independently by an acknowledged expert in Rorsohaoh 
procedure*
(b) Reliability
Twelve of the thirty-nine records were randomly selected and 
reseored by the author without benefit of the original scoring* 
for "determinants" (such as movement* color* etc*) the two scorers 
agreed on 94# of the 382 responses In these twelve records* a figure 
consistent with the scoring reliability routinely reported for Rorsohaoh
13
Studies* The chief source of disagreement was in the seoring of inani­
mate movement responses*
(e) Rorsohaoh Scores
Expressed as medians sad as percent of the total group giving a 
particular response or index# the Rorsohaoh findings are presented in 
Tables V, VI and VU# as determinants* loo&tion and other scores*
(d) Comparison with Adolescent Forms
For purposes of normative comparison the subjects studied are 
compared with a group of adolescents studied by MeFate and Grr (29)*
To males this comparison two procedures not otherwise utilised in the 
present report had to be adopted* (l) calculation of means and 
standard deviations for Rorsohaoh scores (a procedure considered 
inappropriate for such data because of the unusual distribution* as 
MoFate and Qrr point out) and (2) limitation of scoring to material 
given only in the "Main* or "free association* phase of the Rorsohaoh 
test (thus ignoring secondary scoring factors on responses that might 
appear later# in the * Inquiry* •)
Since SeFstc and Qrr report results for subjects aged eighteen 
only, eleven of our subjects at this age* as veil as the total group* 
axe compared with the normative group in Table VIIX*
The most striking difference between the groups is tho greater 
number of responses (R) for the football players* this superiority 
holds for both the eighteen-year-olds and tht total group (a difference 
better than at tbs 1% level of confidence)* Significant differences 
between the athletes and the normative group of MoFate and Orr were 
found for FC (foweolcr responses) end D (the use of large and 
frequently used details in contrast to wholes and small details or
14
TABLS V
IMlftas and Proportion® giving o m  or 
Mora of Several Rorsohaoh Detersdnents 
If * 39
Sttsndim ft
Scoring
Variable
Vidian % giving one 
or more
H 1*94 72
n 2*69 96
m 3*08 92
k 1*06 61
X 0 31
PK 0 38
F% •64# 100
Pc 1*09 74
C* 3*93 92
PC 3*15 96
CP 1*81 67
c 0 18
15
TABLE VI
Madlena and Proportions giving one or more 
of Several Rorschach Location Scores
Location
Soaring
Variable
Median % giving 
one or more
13* 16.70 94
I# 52.32 97
dg 12*40 79
S 1*31 62
dl 0 36
dr 1*07 51
Dd$ 10.00 94
16
TABLE VII
Sfcdians tod Proportions giving one or more of Several 
Sspplramtary Borsohaoh Indices*
X* 39
Sqppleu-enCWy '...  in 1 ' Median ^giving one
Soaring or more
Variables______________________________________________  ___
cf/  e 2.19 72
Content Categories 10.26 100
P 5.07 100
%P 20% 100
& 46j£ 100
S 30.28 100
Trauma 1*65 72
Aggression 0 49
fi n •93c 0 67% FM> M
C^C>FC
%
Of 2*26 38$ <3F/c >
i
Seas C 1 4.05 -
Beset ion Tims 31*15 sec* -
Response Time 16.9 sec* •
w  y * 4*1 77% W > M
H > & m  C Otl -
e /  eP / Pe 2.26 77
Systematic vs* inasyatem. 20jl9 -
% 8-9-10 36.8 % cm
FK /  Pot F 26% gave FK/fC>20£ F -
Achromatic* Chromatic 
M*Sum C I n M  * e/Pq/c* 
Y%fee-( k/KP/o/Pg/G’ )
49^ had more Achromatic - 
than Chromatic 
40% in same direction* ** 
61% reversal 
54$ greater FKjj4?c
TABLE VIII
Comparison ot Football Players with MoFate and Orrs* High School Boys
for Several Rorsohaoh Scores
Football Flayers 
Ago 18 Ho 11
HoFate and Orrs* Sample 
Age 18 H s 70
fetal Sample of Foot* 
ball Players* Ms an 
if* * 17 #9 H « 39
Rorsohaoh
Variables
Ifean Standard % giving
Deviation one or more
Mean Standard % giving
Deviation one or more
Msan Standard % giving
Deviation One or more
M 1*91 1*56 82 2*60 2*20 91 1*48 1*66 62
FH £•46 2*46 91 2*08 1*53 84 2*87 2*12 87
FO £•79 1*86 91 •71 1*08 49 2*64 1*58 87
R 30.65 6*12 100 19*81 12*24 100 31*79 14.76 100
W 8.09 4*66 100 8*73 4*30 100 8*59 4*74 100
D 16*09 5*41 100 7.94 5*98 97 18*51 7*62 100
F 15.63 5.87 100 11.23 10.06 100 18*56 8*74 100
P 6.00 1*04 100 6*39 1*62 100 5*38 1*70 100
#8-9-10 34*64 8.06 80 37.50 10.00 * 34*61 6*43 m
»-*•**
18
•pwe»* In the so the athletes excelled*3
the group of football pl&yers and the adolescents 
studied by MoFate and Qrr it is seen that the distribution of most 
Rorschach -variables is similar* Because of this the subjects in this 
study ere considered to be similar to adolesoents generally* even 
though norms for football players ore not available*
Statistical Procedures
To test the degree of relationship between Rorschach variables 
and berth Stress scales and Smoti anal Stability* several statistical 
procedures were used* The literature dealing with Rorschach studies 
shows that it is probably invalid to assume normal distribution for 
most Rorschach variables* Cronbach presents a convincing picture on 
this point (5)*
Because of doubts about the normalcy of distribution* etc** two 
techniques here employed should be explained - namely* splitting the 
distribution of the Rorschach variable at a median point* as nearly 
dlehotemeus as possible} point-biserial r (where the bell-shaped 
curve for the Rorschach variable seemed questionable)! the biserial 
r (where it seemed plausible)*
Further research in this area might demonstrate the factors which 
operate selectively to determine athletic participation* Flan&gen * 
using several different measures of * personality1*, (none of which 
a protective test) concluded that personality Is an "important factor 
in the selection of physical activity of choice** (11* p*323)*
19
Certain of tbs hypotheses sere that Individuals extreme at 
either end of the distribution (high or low) for a given Rorsohaoh 
seore would differ frss those elustering about the median* For 
purposes of testing these hypotheses* subjects were grouped approxi­
mately is (l) an upper-lower quartila group, and (2) an interquartile 
(moderate) range* The percentage of those subjects in the Rorsohaoh 
interquartile range who scored above the median on the Stress scale 
was nonpared with the percentage of those in the upper and lower 
Rorschach quariile scoring above the median of the Stress scale* An 
example of this in terns of a frequency table* is as follows* using 
D06 as the Rorschach variable and Frustration as the Stress scales
(High) 
Above Median 
in
Frustration
(Low) 
Below Ifedian 
in
Frustration
Total
Frequency
Moderate X# 
(Interquartile 
range)
9 12 20
Bxtrome VffL 
(High-Low 
quartiles)
12 ? 19
Totals 20 19 39
Of the twenty subjects in the moderate 0# group, eight or 40^ 
were higher in Frustration* Of the nineteen subjects in the extreme 
range* twelve or 63^ were high in Frustration* The standard error 
of the difference between percentages was then computed for t tests 
of significance (Cronbaoh, S)« This particular t urea 1*46, falling 
to meet the requirements for significance*
Tin fable XX, the t*s are reported as either plus or minusj plus
TABLE XX
t Values for Differenees between Proportions In Higher Stress Or ©up when the Moderate (Interquartile) 
Group Is Compared with the High-Low (Extreme Quart!le) Group*4
Rorschach
Variable Pear ..jyplatz Fatigue Frustration Conflict
Emotional
Stability
Proportion of Moderate JP group 
high in Stressi Proportion of 
High-Low £ group High in Stress
-1*60 /l.lO /•846 /.01 — 93 A*e«*
Proportion of Moderate group 
high in stresst High-Low 
group high in Stress
-.27 -•63 -.75 -.73 -.75 £.96*
Proportion of Moderate Et group 
high in Stress* Proportion of 
High-Low R group high in Stress
/.81 -1*16 /l.H -1*14 -l.Slo /1.58
Proportion of Moderate IgS group 
high in Stresst Proportion of 
High-Low J$ group high in Stress
-♦81 /2.64** -.81 -1*48 /.50 /.88
• *10 level of oonfldenoe •* *02 level of oonfldenoe those testing specific hypotheses
Those with positive signs indicate that the moderate (interquartile) group had a larger proportion of 
high Stress scores# while a minus sign indicates the moderate group had a smaller proportion of persons 
giving high Stress scores*
tc
o
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scans that the moderate group on the Rorsohaoh variable scored higher 
on the Stress scale than the ext rents Rorsohaoh group* Minus indicates 
they scored lower than the extreme Rorschach group#
CHAPTER XII 
EXPERIMENTAL HYPOTHESES
For each of the Stress scales, hypothe se s, formulated In terms of 
Rorschach performance* more made as followst
Fear Scale
High scores in Fear will tend to be associated with:
(1) Traumatic Responses* Trauma was considered present when a 
response involved either organism!© insult* bloody or gory 
physical condition, or bodily assault* Examples of such 
responses are (a) "Looks like a piece of human body that*s 
been bruised with the dark spots being bruises end red 
part is blood"* (b) "Someone1s face after a terrific 
impact; I saw one like it once; the red blood; cause his 
face was messy with mashed tissue"* and (c) "beetle; 
whole thing looks as If he was stepped on and mashed;
the red looks like blood*"
(2) Short response times* This seems logical in that fear­
ful persons are strongly motivated to "leave the field*"
(5) Reduced number of popular responses* The Fe&r-reaeting 
person would be less inclined to think along domrential 
lines*
(4) Increased A and Ad percent* Such persons employ 
stereotyped reaction patterns to adapt*
(5) Increased pure color responses* The individual fearing 
disaster is less likely to exercise emotional control*
(6) Low emotional adjustment on subjective impressions gained
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ftffltt total Rortohaohi Rorsohaoh adjustment was estimated 
by such features as confusion in explaining percepts# 
inability to re-find a per oept mentioned earlier# re- 
jootion of one or more cards asking numerous questions 
of the examiner# producing more additional than main 
stage responses# etc*
frustration Seale 
High soores in Frustration will tend to he associated with*
(1) excessive card turningf in his anticipation of failure, one 
would experience difficulty in eet ling on a course of 
astios#
(2) increased number of responses* Such an individual places 
great demands on himself for attainment and seldom perceives 
himself as succeeding*
(3) a discrepancy between the ratios Ms Sura C and Fn/ m t Tc/o/o* • 
Klopfer (24) speaks of this discrepancy as representing a 
persistent secondary orientation which the individual is 
unable to realise#
(4 ) emphasis on whole responses at the expense of small detail 
responses* With his emphasis on accomplishment # such a 
person would show greater inclination toward organisational
productive responses*
(5) a greater responsiveness to the last three chromatic 
cards* Such a person would# for the reasons given in 
number 2 # capitalise on the stimulation and relative ease
of differentiation character 1stio of these oards# influenced 
somewhat by a rBBponBB gradient to the reward of completion*
(6 ) gpeitw emphasis on wholes in relation ho human movement 
(htM)« Piotrowski (35) describes suoh a phenomenon as an 
indication that one la striving beyond his functioning 
maturity*
(7) increased response time* Piotrowski (35) postulates such 
a relationship*
(S) loir emotional adjustment as estimated subjectively from 
the total Eorschach*
Conflict Scale
High scores In Conflict mill tend to be associated withe
(1) increased reaction tlmsj one in conflict tends not to 
resolve opposing tendencies without sacrificing spontaneity*
(2 ) increased card turning due to incompatible impulses*
(3) a preponderance of aggressive movement responses 1 Aggression 
m s  scored when movement of an attacking* striking* combative 
hostile and quarrelsome picture was given* Examples were t
*2 chickens fighting over a butterfly in the center"* *2 
people picking up a bucket and arguing over it,” 11 a dog 
biting somebody"* **2 men fighting over something."
(4) greet er attention to space areas of the blots Pi otr owski (55)
(5 ) extreme emphasis on either movement or color at the neglect 
of the others suoh a person is unable to tolerate relative 
equality in the expression of suoh competing tendencies in 
the Erlebnistype continuum*
(6) an extreme number of responses* either few or many} suoh a 
person Is either unable to act selectively to the ambiguous 
blots f»«d produces drivel* or over inhibits impulses to
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respond due to tho oaofliotu&l nature of eon^iotiog response 
possibilities*
(7) the use of fading as undifferentiated texture; Klopfer (23) 
treats emphasis on texture as an over determination of the 
contact veoter in dependency; suoh a person is baffled, needs
. clarity and support*
(8) a narrower range of content; inability to utilise the 
customer y scope of content suggested by the blots due to his 
conflict with dissenting energies*
(9) fewer whole responses resulting from the la ok of freedom 
required to organise the blots into inclusive percepts*
(1 0) lower scores in emotional adjustment based on subjective 
evaluation of total Rorsohaoh*
Anxiety Seales 
High scores in Anxiety will tend to be associated withi
(1) nany inside details* Robert U* Allen (2)
(2 ) much shading used as diffusion; Klopfer (23)*
(3) large amount of inanimate movement responses! Piotrowski (36) 
and Klopfer (23)*
(4) Harrowed perceptual scope evidenced by increased c^ £;
Hooh and Zubin (20)*
(6) Increased response time due to anxiety aroused by some
pereelved relationship between his intereste and the blot 
under consideration; Klopfer (24) speaks of suoh a 
disturbance*
(6 ) Harrowed perceptual scope manifested by a limited number 
of content categories.
(7) low emotional adjustment estimated from total Rorsohaoh 
performance*
Fatigue Scale 
High soores in Fatigue ’will be associated with*
(1) low and increased d$; Hooh and Zubin (20)*
(2 ) Few responses; same reference as above»
(3) reduced maiber of content and rare detail responses as 
evidence of decreased imagination, more constriction and 
a narrowed range of interests; reference same as above*
(4) high emotional adjustment estimated from total Rorsohaoh; 
suoh hypothesis advanced in view of the positive correlation 
between Fatigue and coaches’ ratings of emotional stability; 
in this situation, at least, selection of a fatigue response 
would seem to be healthier than the selection of the other 
Stress alternatives*
Emotional Stability 
Those rated high in Emotional Stability by their coaches 
would tend to be low in*
(1 ) CF /  C* these responses represent inadequate emotional 
control; Klopfer (23)*
(2 ) diffusion response
(3) inanimate movement (m) (23)
They will give*
(4 ) a systematic and orderly approach to the figures*
(5 ) moderate rather than extreme product ion of popular responses*
(6 ) moderate rather than extreme
(7) high in emotional adjustment (based on Rorschach)*
Z1
(ft) kumaa moTasHmt response* (m) in the amount of at least 
M e  half Scot $»
CHAPTER I? 
RESULTS
Coefficients for various sorts or correlation and other indices 
of relationship between Rorsohaoh variables and Stress Scale Scores 
end Beotion&l Stability are presented in Tables X, XI and XII*
Examination of these tables will show that# of the forty-three 
hypotheses of relationship posited* eleven were supported at the ten 
percent level of oonfldenoe* (By chance, one might have expected 4*3 to 
be thus supported)*
Regarding individual scales* the ranking in terms of predicted 
vs* substantiated hypotheses, is presented in Table XXII*
It is seen that there was a fair degree of success in predict­
ing for Frustration and Conflict} but little for Anxiety and Fear; 
Fatigue was in the middle*
Here will be discussed the relationships found at the 100? 
level of confidence* or near that level*
Fear Seale
Ac predieted* those high in Fear gave* significantly more 
responses* None of the other predicted relationships was 
significant at this level* The prediction that pure color responses 
(C) would be related to high scores in Fear barely missed signifi­
cance; it correlated with Fear substantially better than it was 
with any other Stress scale* The prediction that Fear scores would 
be related negatively to the number of Popular responses on the 
Rorschach (P) was in the predicted direction (r a -*26) and was the
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table: x
Correlation Coefficients of the Rorsohaoh Determinants with the 
Stress Soales and Emotional Stability 
N • 30
Determinants Fear Anxiety Fatigue Frustration Conflict
Emotional
Stability Statistic
a *•06 /.08 /.oe *••11 /•OB •00 r p bl
* /.IT -.16 /.09 /.IS — 12 — 12 r p bi
k /•04 /.or /.2T ••23 — 23 -•07 r p bl
n. -.21 -.41** /.OS ••23 /.08 /•06 r p bi
c tet -.08 /.Q8 -•35 /.ll /•08 r p bi
Fe -.04 /.24 /.09 •*11 -as /•I3 r p bi
H /.19 /.08 -.08 -•14 —•06 /.12 r bi
CF 4 C /.04 /.12 /.09 — 21 -•11 •00 r pbl
o / oF • -.19 -.36 /.18 /•C9 /•23 -.01 r p bi
* *10 level of confidence
+♦ *05 level of oonfldenoe
*** «02 level of oonfldenoe
*01 level of confidence 
_____ Those testing specific hypotheses
TABUS XI
Correlation Coeffiaienta of Various Boraaha oh Scorea with the 
Straas Soalea and Emotional atability
l i i l
............ Emotional
Location Tear Anxiety Fatlrua Pruatratlon Oonfllot Stability Statlstlc
Ttf, /.58***» -.08 -.21 /.OS -.15 -.14 r bl
15S -.14 /.26 -.09 /.19 Z/2S /.OS r bl
/.01 —.01 /.OS —.08 /.04 /.01 r p bl
d£ -.07 -.10 /.SI -.63*** /.SO /.09 r bl
3 /.19 -.13 -.26 /.IS i /.26 -.13 >r p bl
-.24 -.OS -.00 -.00 7^7** .00 r bl
dr *«07 ,*t06 *aQ8 *>ii)4 j/»21 **«(% r p bl
Other Scores
Card Turning
Content
?
R
* *10 level of oonfldenoe
** *05 level of oonfldenoe
*** *02 level of oonfldenoe
**** .01 level of confidence
Those testing specific hypotheses
— 12
•00
— 26
7719
— 19
/.26
7X5
-.19
/.OB
/•35*
— 16
/.OS
/•OS
•♦50***
/.25 -.02 r bl
-.30 /.OS r bi
-.OS /.OS r bi
/.08 /.IS r bi
/.OS /.IS r bi
TABLE XXI
Correlation Coefficients of Rorsohaoh Supplementary Indieos with 
ths Stress Seales and Emotional Stability
H • 39
Supplementary Soore Fear Anxiety Fatigue Frustration Conflict
Emotional
Stability Statisties
Trauma -*18 — 02 /•56**** — 47** — 41* /*08 r bi
Aggression /.22 — 27 — 04 — 12 /•28 /.o* r bi
FM-M /.19 — 10 -•09 — 07 /•16 /.06 r bi
(CF/c)-F8 -.22 /.10 /.16 /.OB /•16 -.16 r bi
Reaotion Time /.06 -.06 — 29 /.SS /.25 /isr r bl
Response time 
W-M
/•09
-.07
/.SB*
7^41
-•21
/.02
/»28
7755
— 16
—•29
/.06
/•04
r bi 
r bi
te-Sum C —•14 —*08 — 15 jess /•38* -.04 r bi
£8-9-10 /.21 — 16 -.25 /•24 -.08 r bi
Rorsohaoh Adjustment /.OS -•28 /•44*» —  31 -•36* /.14 r bi
Intellectual Approach /.07 ^TST
e S M M i a
7 H T ^15 /.14 r bl
FB5-M /.19 — 10 — 09 — 07 /•16 /.OS r bi
(Mi Sum G) t (FM/mj o/cF/c*) /.OS -•08 — 51 /•59* /»32 -.07 r bi
* *10 level of confidence
** *05 level of oonfldenoe
*** *02 level of oonfldenoe
**** *01 level of ©onfidenee
  those testing speclfio hypotheses
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TABLE XIII
Hunber at Hypotheses Predieted# Expected end Substantiated
ftredioted Expected by Chance Substantiate d
Frustration 6 0*8 8
Conflict xo 1 * 0 8
factional
Stability 8 0.8 Z
Fatigue 4 0.4 1
Pear 6 0.6 1
Anxiety 7 0.7 X
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coefficient of highest magnitude for P*
Coefficienta for Rorschach Emotional Stability# increased 
response time* and increased number of traumatic responses were 
negligible* In the case of the latter* the relationship was in 
reverse of expectation*
Those high in Fear showed significantly greater emphasis on 
large Details (P» *01)* This was not predicted* The negative coef­
ficients between Fear and both and &% and the negligible correlation 
with Sd£ suggest that the relation between Fear and Dg£ may be of real 
significance•
Frustration Seale 
As predicted* those scoring high in Frustration!
(1 ) were significantly higher in the amount of card turning!
(2) were significantly lower in the number of small detail 
responses end higher in the percent of Whole response* 
although not significantly*
(3) showed a significantly greater discrepancy between two 
ratios of introversion - extratension (M* £ GtFis/m.t<s/Fa/c9)
The prediction that those high in Frustration would give more 
responses was significantly In reverse of expectation* (p- *02}*
Such a prediction seemed appropriate in that the frustration reacting 
individual would emphasise production*
The hypotheses that those high in Frustration would (l) give more 
responses to the last three cards* (2 ) show less general adjustment 
(subjectively judged)* end require more time per response were all in 
th» direction predicted and close to statistical significance* The
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prediction that high toorts in Frustration would be accompanied by a 
preponderance of W  oarer H responses was of negligible magnitude*
Conflict Seale 
As predicted, those scoring high in Conflict#
(1) ware extreme (/ or •) in number of responses produced#
(2 ) produced human movement responses markedly in excess of color#
(3) low in emotional adjustment as judged from total Rorsohaoh 
performances •
Although statistically below the ten percent level of expectancy# 
the predictions that high scores in Conflict would be related to#
(a) Increased number of space responses# (b) fewer whole responses#
(o) increased undifferentiated texture responses# (d) more responses 
of an aggressive nature# and (e) fewer content categories were all in 
the expected direction* Raoh of these scores was correlated with 
Conflict more than with any other scale*
Although not predicted# scores in Conflict were significantly 
associated with (1 ) few traumatic responses* and (2 ) preoccupation 
with inside details*
Anxiety Scale 
As predicted* high scores in Anxiety*
(1 ) were significantly related to increased response time*
Although not hypothesised, scares in Anxiety were significantly 
related to (a) a preponderance of Wholes in the W#M ratio# and (b)
few *Vista" (FK) responses*
The predictions that Anxiety would be related to#
(a) high scores in inanimate movement (m)# (b) toned down dif­
fusion responses (k)* and (e) low scores on global Rorsohaoh adjustment
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w*r® *11 in the expected direotion but of marginal significance 
Statistically*
Fatigue Scale 
Am predieted scores on the Fatigue scale*
(1) mere significantly correlated with emotion adjustment (as 
estimated subjectively from the Rorschach performance)*
The predieted relationships between and d$ were each in the 
expected direction but statistically not significantf this was the 
ease also in the number of dr* Relationships for (a) content cate* 
geries, and (b) number of responses (R) were opposite to that expected* 
Hot at all predicted* Fatigue showed a significant posit i've re­
lationship with traumatic responses* (p - *01)
Emotional Stability 
Am predicted* Emotional Stability was significantly related to*
(l) moderate (rather than extremely high or low) F$* (2 ) moderate 
(rather than an extremely large or small number of) Popular responses* 
The predictions for correlation with (a) inanimate movement *
(b) diffusion responses* (c) intellectual approach* and (d) Emotional 
Adjustment were all in the expected direction but negligible* The 
predictions for (a) inanimate movement responses* (b) Mi Sum C ratio* 
»*tii (o) CF /  C were either in reverse of expectation or of sero 
correlation*
CHAPTER T 
DISCUSSION
Ah W  ®wly point in 'this study the oonolusion m s  drown that
and# to t lessor extent# Conflict are rather generalised experi- 
•®°*# J252EL* Frustration and Fatigue seemed to he more specific and 
to reflect more accurately differences between those stable and 
unstable emotionally. This assumption is at variance with the 
inference drawn by Johnson in M s  study (21) of football players and 
wrestlers. Johnson# although his criteria for ’’fear* and "anxiety*1 
are somewhat set variance with those formulated here» concludes that 
these emotional states do not seem to be particularly prominent in 
the football situation.
Our finding that Anxiety is a common emotional experience in 
the football situation is In agreement with the findings of Harmon 
and Johnson (17) who studied college football players immediately 
prior to each game of the season# using physiological measures* They 
found a generalised "Emotional Reactivity"# significantly associated 
with "upaess" and "dowzusess* (universal terms in the vocabulary of
Coaches everywhere far "the will to win"# the "right attitude"#
! 3?
"preparedness"# etc.). The finding that this "emotional reactivity" 
is a characteristic at the pre-game state suggests the necessity for 
a certain degree of mobilisation of individual anxiety if the team 
jg ^ 0 perform adequately. Possibly it is when this "fimotlonal 
Reactivity" is accompanied by feelings of Fear or Frustration that 
d e c r e a mnt in performance and amount of emotional instability ensues.
Certain psychological features seem to cluster about each scale
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for tte maorraeal of stress* These are as follows i Those high is 
Fear ere somewhat characterised by stereotyped response patterns»
(AJS) evasion of threat* and emotional lability (Pure C* Sum CHI and 
Color ratio)* They* more than any other stress type* tend to reset 
most to the familiar (P)* neutral and easily differentiable features 
of their wviroamnt (B)* They are high in the number of ’’burnt: child 
^yp® of responses** (C*)• They are the least mature of all stress 
groups (PM)* (Shis immaturity is probably chronological as well as 
motional since yoimger players showed some tendency to score higher 
sol fear)* Subjects high in Pear were Judged by their coaches least 
emotionally stable*
The players high in Prostration show the greatest diversion of 
effort In the attempt to avoid a headlong encounter with a threatening 
situation (card turning)*
&alth (37) found a similar relationship with freshman football 
players and ooneluded those who have character! sti eal ly failed and 
are frustration oriented tend to "develop overt action which will 
remove them from the failure producing situation* (37* p*208)
Their frustration resulted also in lack of productivity (fi)* 
greater emphasis on the totality of the situation with marked 
exclusion of the less vital features {W° > d^) • They were more 
inhibited* They show discrepancy in the infcroveroi on-escfcratensi on 
(Brlebnistyp) • (MsSum C as compared with s q/cf/Cf)* fhese
persons* it would seem* are actually ungratified and frustrated* m t h  
pear subjects* they are the least reliable under stress* as evaluated
by their coaches*
Subjects highest in Conflict tend to react in an "all or none"
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fashion, particularly with reepeet to the Brlebnistyp balance* they 
were predominantly infer overside in the H*Sum C ratio, suggesting an 
ideational rather than environmental inolinat ion* They also react 
Is an extreme fashion in productivity (8) * they produce either many 
®r few responsest seldom are they in the moderate range* They are more 
dependent (o and of) and hostile (aggressive responses) than any other 
•tress "type**
That texture responses (oF and ©) should oorrel&te inversely with 
Conflict is highly consistent with Klopfers* (23) formulation*
Piotrewski's (55) postulate that space responses (S) represents 
la Inferoveraiwe persons oppositional tendencies of intrapunitive nature 
■arms tenable in view of the correlation of Conflict with (S)| while 
not of demonstrable significance, the correlation of S with Conflict 
was greater than with any other scale* Additional weight in this 
regard is provided by Fonda (12) who found a significant relationship 
between the *?* category on the Minnesota Multi phasio Personality 
Inventory and the Horsohaoh (S) response*
Finally, those scoring high in Conflict gave the most unstable 
global Rorschach protocol together with (1) rejection of one or more 
card, (2) confusion in explaining percepts, (3) inability to re-find 
a percept xrattiOBed earlier, (4) numerous questions to the examiner,
(5 ) production of a large nuraosr of responses, and (6) subtle re­
sistance to the examiner end the test*
Two uapredleted but significant relationships with Conflict 
esMtrgedf (l) few traumatic responses, and (2) increased number of 
inside details (di). According to our scheme, one might have 
expected Trauma to be related to Fear and di to Anxiety, a viewpoint
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®°uai stent with Rorsohaoh Theory (2)* Production o£ inside details 
may be associated with the greater production of undifferentiated 
texture responses mentioned earlier* The lack of Traumatic responses 
might mean simply that the player in conflict does not Som&tize 
his tension - he Xstelleetualises*
Those high in Anxiety responded less preoipituously to the blots 
(increased response tine)* The significant* unhypothesized relation­
ship between Tisha responses (IK) and Anxiety requires some consider­
ation* The yista response Is regarded as as attempt at self understand­
ing and insightf since introspection about their experiences in the 
game was the task given these boys* those with the greatest amount of 
self understanding nay have been inclined toward the Anxiety alterna­
tive* it was the asst ecmtraoaly selected stress state for the group*
That Anxiety subjects should have a preponderanee of whole 
responses (w) with respect to increment (ll) is not explainable within 
our framework* (This predict!on w&s made for the Prostration scale*
The usual interpretation for this phenomenon Is that the person with 
relstively large Is striving beyond his functioning maturity or 
capacity)*
The ety scale* as it happened* was the most difficult of 
the stress scales to formulate* Only one of seven hypotheses was 
supported statistically. That Anxiety is a very nebulous and diffuse 
experience has already been discussed in this paper and reference to 
the literature emphasises the confusion In conceptualising this 
state* Hb have had no more success in this study*
It is pus sling to attempt an explanation of the fact that those 
high in Anxiety should produce a moderate amoxxxt of lirge details W)
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,*lia "those low in Anxiety should produce an extremely high or low 
percentage of XU Perhaps tbs anxious person is less spontaneous than 
ethers w k J olings to oonforadty*
Those high Ip Fatigue tend to be most stable emotionally (as 
rated by their coaches)* They tend to haw the most stable Horschach 
performance* They also show a significantly greater number of trauniet ic 
responses• While this latter was not predicted* there seems adequate 
justification to assume the Fatigue •» reaoting person tends to be more 
preoocupied with his body and self preservation* This seems to be true 
in a clinical sense* and the magnitude of the correlation argues 
against ehanee oecurenee in this study (level of oonfldenoe at p $ .01)•
The boy judged by his ooaoh to be emotionally stable tends to 
produce moderate rather than extreme amounts of Popular (?) and pure 
form (F£) responses* This finding is in accord with Piotrowski* s( 35) 
ooneept of normalcy• Over or under production of (P) is considered 
unhealthy and extremes in ¥% are signs of maladjustment* While no 
other significant relationships were obtained for Emotional Stability 
there is a tendency for those least stable to score more responses 
of the sort that are regarded as unhealthyf diffusion responses (k), 
achromatic color ( C’) # undifferentiated texture responses (e and cP)» 
rare detail responses (dr) and color in excess of f orra-color 
(CP ft C>PC).
Ths failure to find a significant relationship between most of 
the Rorschach variables and Emotional Stability is probably due to 
two factors* (a) Rorsohaoh components deal with a "layer* or level 
of personality organisation quite different from that important in 
the ratings* which can be no other than behavioral* The subject may
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'■•11 maintain control over any "pathology” and perform in spite of itj 
the eoaoh is unable to determine its* presence since he is neither 
trained nor interested in such endeavor* (b) A "halo effect” may have 
affected the ratings* (Emotional Stability ratings correlated /*77 
with ratings on football ability in one school, for example - a 
finding semesh&t expected* perhaps* but suggesting that ability may 
have influenced the ratings on stability and thus produced a source 
of error)•
CHAPTER VI
sumasm and cowci.g$ima
la an effort to determine the relationship between the Rorschach 
performance and (a) Emotional Stability, and (b) Response to Stress, 
records of thirty^nine high school football players were compared with 
istrMpeetive reports of Stress during crucial points in a game*
The types of Stress were Pear* Anxiety, Frustrati on, Conflict and 
Fatigue* The measurement of Emotional Stability was made by means of 
eo&ehes ratings* Eleven of forty-three hypothesised relationship 
between Rorschach variables and (a) Stress scales, and (b) Emotional 
Stability were supported at the 10^ level of eonfidenee or better*
The mere Emotionally Stable players reported more Anxiety and 
Fatigue than Fear, Conflict and Frustration* They were moderate 
rather than extreme in the number of Popular and in per cent of 
pure form responses*
Those high in Anxiety showed in or eased response time, more vista 
*«d were moderate rather than extreme in their use of large details* 
Those high in Fatigue were considered by the coaches to be more 
stable* They also produced both the most traumatic responses and the 
most stable Rorschach performances*
Those high in Fear gave more animal content, lerge details, and 
Pooular responses- They tended to be more labile and immature and were 
judged least stable by their coaches.
Those high in Frustration gave more card turning, a greater 
discrepancy between indices of Introver si on-Extr atens i on, and a lesser 
proportion of small details.
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Tkow High in Conflict were more Introversive# gave extreme rather 
than a moderate number or responses# and tended to give more space and 
pure texture responses* They also gave the least stable Rorschach 
performances*
The conceptualisation of Stress employed in this study is found 
to be meaningfully related to Rorschach theory# generally# and to bear 
a consistent relationship with certain specific Rorschach Indices*
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Coaches Rating Scale for Flayer Emotionality
_rrim*ry Coaches A w » L -------------------_
(Line, Baekfleld* etc)
^ point rating scale is provided as a key for your
ratings of each player on the team* You are to rate each 
iJ?r,on Ability to withstand stress and remain 
sufficiently cool and collected in the face of a critical 
situation or game crisis* It is recognized that you may not 
be able to rate their Emotional Stability as well as 
you*d like* however* your experience with these boys should 
enable you to arrange them fairly accurately* These ratings 
will be confidential and used only by our Research organi­
sation* Please do your ratings Independently of the other 
coaches* We will provide you with a correlation showing 
how yours compare with the others*
A suggested method of attacking the problem is to read the 
verbal descriptions of the numerical ratings provided In 
the key and become familiar with them* Then select the 
names of several boys who are definitely unstable* or 
who get rattled rather easily* Beside the names of these 
boys* write the number 1* Then select several boys who 
are superior with respect to ^keeping their head* and 
idle are* with respect to the other athletes you've met* 
very unusual In their coolness* Beside the names of these 
boys* place a number 5* The other boys on the squad should 
then fit into the other categories* namely* 3*3* or 4* 
Please do not confuse these ratings with talent or ability*
Key
5 &
Almost always gets 
too excited and 
can't be depended 
on too mush In 
critical periods* 
(loses his head)
Frequently 
shows cone 
siderable 
emotion* al­
though It 
doe sn91 
affect his 
performance 
too much*
Shows
average
amount of
emotion*
Bhatyou
expect of
a boy In
critical
periods
of a
game*
Is very 
hard to 
rattle* 
Better 
than most 
in this 
respect*
Remains 
cool 
always* 
One of 
the
calmest 
I ever 
met* 
Depend­
able In 
the
*clutehl*
( The names of the Players were listed In this space and 
g rating column accompanied them*)
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Player Self-DescriptIon— Form 1
Position: High Schools
Directions: Imagine yourself back in the game* We want to 
knew m a t  your were thinking during the game during this 
last play you just saw* We want to know how you felt at 
this moment in the game* We are not interested in how 
you feel right now but bow you felt during the game as 
it actually ha pened. Try to relive the experience you 
are seeing in the movie. It will be quite easy to do if 
you relax and think ©f yourself back in the game again 
just as you were several days ago*
Listed on the following pages are 5 groups of state*- 
ments* We want you to indicate for each group which one 
statement ^Most** describes bow you felt during the last 
play* We also want you to pick out the statement which 
*Leastn describes bow you felt during the last play*
We are not Interested In bow you feel now but bow you 
felt them* Below is an example:
Example Group Example Answer Sheet
1* I felt fine* 1* M o h (
s. I felt tired* 2. M o L (
3* I felt miserable* 3* M 0 L (
4* I felt disturbed* 4* tf o L {
5* I felt nothing* 5* M o L {
Example: Try the example group* Which one statement Is 
Host like you felt during the last play you just saw?
Fill in the slot () on the sample answer sheet beside 
the If (most) column corresponding to the number of the 
one you selected*
How, on the example answer sheet, fill In the slot j
() corresponding to the number of the one wnich Least \
describes how you felt* You should have one slot filled >
in the "Most* column and one slot filled in the “Least* 1
column* Have you any questions? 0*K*, now proceed to 
do the sane for the next 5 groups of statements for 
each play*
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Group 1
1* I was a bit frightened during this play*
I had a feeling that the worst was yet to oome*
3* I felt tired*
4* 1 felt like ’’my hands had been tied*”
5* I felt ©onfused about what to do*
Group 2
6 * Z felt winded*
7* I was worried about the way the game was going*
8* X felt baffled about what to do during this play*
9* X was staggered by what happened*
10* X felt I had failed although X tried sty best*
Group 3
1 1* X felt In great doubt*
12* X was ©onecrned about the score •
13* X felt frustrated*
14* This play gave me a bit of a scare*
15* X felt exhausted*
Group 4
16* X felt defeated in my efforts*
17* I was frightened suddenly by what happened*
18* X was anxious abottb what would happen next*
19* X felt flustered and confused*
20* I ached*
group 5
21* X was fatigued*
22* I was worried about our position
23* I felt I was laboring in vain*
24* For a mow lit I experienced the feeling that wall was lost***
25* My mind was muddled*
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TABLE 1
Descriptions of the Sight Critical Point a 
DuriJs tho Football Game f
Al* Thwarting of avoidance behavior. Ottr team leads 6—0 in 
the third quarter• The opposing team has steadily marched toward 
the teens9 goal on nine preceding plays. At this critical point, 
the opposing team crosses the goal line tielng the score.
A2. Thwarting of avoidance behavior. Oar team is behind 7-6 
later in the third quarter and is forced to kick* The opponent makes 
a 53 yard punt return to bring the ball back close to the teams* goal.
Bl* Thwarting of approach behavior. Early in the first quarter, 
with the scare 0 -0, our team needs two yards for a first down.
Failure will mean less of possession of the ball. An end misses an 
easy pass addle in the clear, thereby preventing our team from 
gaining the first down*
B2* Thwarting of approach behavior* Late in the second quarter, 
our team has scored to go ahead 6—0. As the teams are evenly 
matched, tho extra point is extremely important. It is missed.
Arousal of incompatible behaviors. Early in the second 
quarter with the score tied 6-6 , the ball is in motion when the 
decision must be made whether to take a big loss and keep the ball 
secure, or to throw a pass to several well-covered receivers and 
risk an interception.
C2* Arousal of incompatible behaviors. Late In the fourth 
quarter o t P T O T  T3’ biemm 7-©,add" tH6y have just gained possession 
of the ball and on their own one yard line. They must elect to risk 
passes from behind their own goal line or risk time running out 
during a series of more conservative running plays.
2d. Expectation of being thwarted. On a third down, midway 
in the fefrjVd quarter*,""the opposition is leading 7—6 and is on our 
teams five yard line* They throw a long pass into the end sone for 
which the defensive baokfield of our team and the ends of the oppo­
sition struggle for aa unusually long time. The ball finally falls 
to the ground, inoompleted.
J32m Expectation of being thwarted. The opposing toam, leading 
7-6 , is irfe«**3Tly toward our -team* s goal early in the fourth
quarter* Tilth third down and two yards to go for a touchdown, there 
la a tremendous pile-up when the opposition tries bucking the line. 
It takes the officials considerable time to extricate the ball to 
determine whether or not there was a score.
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